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The Pear Lake Ski Hut (Sequoia National Park building #204) is a one-and-a-half-story
stone masonry structure erected by the National Park Service in 1939-1941. It stands
on a hillside site near timberline at an elevation of 9,200 feet. The immediate setting
is overwhelmingly granitic with scattered groups of lodgepole pines and occasional
small meadows. Barren alpine peaks surround the site.
The masonry structure, which measures 17 by 30 feet, seems to rise naturally out of
bedrock. This appearance is achieved by battering the crude masonry. The steeply
pitched gable roof is supported by a framework of log rafters and brackets and is
covered with shakes. One of the gables shelters a second story balcony. The rear
gable is filled with board and batten to the wall plate line. The interior is divided
into two portions--a large room which comprises over three-quarters of the interior
and serves for sleeping and cooking, and a narrow chamber at the rear which is further
subdivided into a storage chamber and a chemical toilet closet. Windows open through
all the walls except the front, where a door is present. A second door leads from the
balcony to the loft, from wljich point access can be had to the downstairs interior.
The structure has not suffered significant alteration. Currently it is occupied by a
park ranger in the summer and is open for the use of ski touring parties during the
winter.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Pear La,ke Ski Hut, Sequoia National Park, is of local significance in terms of
architecture and historic social/humanitarian endeavor. These significances result
from the rustic design of the structure and from its associations with the Civilian
Conservation Corps program.
The recent publication National Park Service Rustic Architecture: 1916-1942 (see
section 9 of this form) identified the Pear Lake Ski Hut as "one of the most
environmentally successful alpine structures ever designed by the NPS." In this
regard the structure stands representative of the culmination of the NPS rustic
architecture tradition that flourished between 1920 and 1940. This tradition
emphasized the relationship between a structure and its natural environment. In
the case of the Pear Lake structure, these relationships are obvious. Nearly all
of the exterior materials used in the structure are of natural origin. The masonry
walls were constructed of irregular native granite and battered to increase the
resemblence to nature. The roof rafters and brackets were constructed of pine logs
cut in the immediate vicinity. The few exposed areas of milled lumber were purposely
left unpainted so that they would take on the same weathered color as the log rafters.
The roof was shingled.
Standing near timberline in a spectacular alpine setting, the shelter's design
purposely avoided drawing attention to itself. Not only did the use of natural
materials cause the building to harmonize well with its natural surroundings, but
the design of the building made it appear considerably smaller than it actually was.
Specifically, the oversized windows in the side walls created an optical illusion that
reduced the apparent size of the structure. Hence both in its use of materials and in
its design the structure is representative of the best of National Park Service rustic
architecture.
The social/humanitarian significance apparent in the structure results from the fact
that actual construction was achieved by enrollees from the Buckeye Civilian Conservation Corps Camp. Between 1933 and 1942 Sequoia National Park was intensively developed
with the assistance of CCC enrollees. At times as many as 7 camps and 1,000 enrollees
were active wijjiin the park. CCC projects were typified by the intensive utilization
of hand labor^the high levels of handcraftsmanship. In both these regards the Pear
Lake structure is typical. Although the CCC program was responsible for the construction
of countless developments within the park, few are as substantial as the Pear Lake ski
hut. For this reason^tfTmak^fe a particularly appropriate memorial to the program.
Significant values requiring management protection relate to the preservation of the
exterior appearance of the building and to the preservation of the natural setting.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beginning at a point 25 feet north of the northern corner of the Pear Lake
Ski Hut, proceed east 40 feet, thence south 100 feet, thence west 100 feet,
thence north 100 feet, thence east 60 feet to point of beginning.
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